Abstract. Aiming at the shortcomings of Traditional Guide and popularization in the existing Intelligent Tourist Guide (ITG) system, this paper designs an ITG system named iGuider (intelligent-Guider), which is based on user-centered design principles and in view of usability and user experience perspective. iGuider uses the ARM11 processor and embedded systems, integrates Geographic Information System (GIS), multichannel interaction technologies and RFID to provide multimedia attraction information for tourists. Test result indicates that iGuider is reliable, energy efficient, good user experience, and has good prospects in tourism market.
signal. Through the analysis of the address code, the receiving terminal calls and switches to the address code corresponding to the interpretation of the file playback, and displays the attractions photos or videos on the screen at the same time.
Fig.1. Illustrative view of the iGuider system
Positioning Module. The positioning module and the hand-held terminal both have a radio frequency module, which is responsible for transmitting and receiving ID respectively. The system chooses the CC2500 chip and PIC16F636 to form the electronic label. The CC2500 chip is a single-chip wireless transceiver integration chip introduced by the Chipcon company, working in 2.4 GHz ISM (industrial, scientific, medical) band, meeting needs for multipoint communication and frequency hopping communication, operating voltage of 1.9-3.6V, which also has such characteristics as low power consumption, peripheral elements rarely, built-in hardware CRC (cyclic redundancy check) and point to multipoint communication address control, etc.. The chip integrates almost all of the RF transceiver module, including the programmable phase synchronization logic synthesizer (PLL), RF power amplifier (PA), low noise amplifier (LNA), baseband filter and amplifier and I/Q demodulator. The main working parameters can be configured by the user according to the needs of the chip state, which have no complex communication protocol and easy to achieve ID code transceiver.
Control Module. In the Control module, the core processor will be powered by an ARM11 core S3C6410 processor, with the operating system running the embedded Linux operating system. S3C6410 is a high performance and low power RSIC general purpose microprocessor based on 16/32 ARM1176, which is suitable for handheld, mobile and other terminal devices. It is a low-power, cost-effective, high-performance for mobile phones and general processing RSIC processor, provides optimized hardware performance for 2.5G and 3G communication services, and uses 64/32bit internal bus architecture with the integration of the AXI, AHB, APB bus. There are many powerful hardware accelerators, including motion video processing, audio processing, 2D acceleration, display processing and scaling. An integrated MFC (Multi-Format Video Codec) supports decoding MPEG4 / H.263 / H.264 and VC1 decoding. This hardware codec supports real-time video conferencing as well as NTSC and PAL TV output. The processor is highly integrated, powerful, suitable for portable devices and other industrial equipment, such as a fingerprint reader, and onboard systems.
GIS Module. This module handles the user's control information, including map roaming, zoom, query function (as shown in Figure 2 below) and guide function, such as pen click information explaining, tourist facilities searching, and a map database accessing. Dynamic path analysis and the shortest path function and other advanced services should also be completed in conjunction with this module.
Advances in Computer Science
The visual display provides rich video information. Auditory display contains attraction commentary, path tips, public facilities reminders, ad player, sound reminders, etc. This module provides a wealth of multimedia information; the user can choose how the information is presented according to personal preference. Figure 3 is a multimedia user interface.
Fig.3. The multimedia user interface

Software Protocol Implementations
Communications between positioning module and handheld terminal will be achieved by positioning module in point to multipoint wireless communication mode. The common point to multipoint communication system uses two models of multi ring and star type. The ring system is mainly used for long transmission distance and not high real-time requirements of the occasion. The star system is especially suitable for the occasions where the data quantity is large and the real-time requirement is high. The wireless communication is adopted between the electronic label of positioning module in each attraction and the tour guide, and the guide system adopts the point (RF label) to the multi point (handheld terminal) star pattern.
The positioning module periodically launches its own address code to the outside, and different places have different address codes, though the same spot can have one or more label codes of the same address code. After tourists reach the scenic spot, the tourist guide on hand automatically receives the coded signal, and the control center can control the voice and the image to play after decoding.
In the field of wireless communication technology, different communication systems have different communication protocols. Protocol is used to identify noise and valid data. Noise has no obvious combination and appears in random bytes, and the noise source may produce any combination of bytes. In wireless communication, the effective protocol can restrain the noise generation. Through the test and the experiment, it turned out that 0XFF followed by 0X55, 0XAA in the noise is not easy to produce. Transmission protocol should be added before the start byte packet, and the protocol packet format is shown in Table 1 . Under the agreement, guides program flow chart can be written, which is shown in Figure 4 .
Fig.4. Program flow chart of tour guide
Portable Handheld Guide
In the apparent form, the handheld terminal is generally similar to the MP4, which is shown in Figure 5 . When a tourist carries an intelligent terminal to visit a attractions in the scenic spot, the handheld terminal will match the electronic label of the attractions. After the success of the match, the microprocessor decodes and calls the corresponding speech and image files stored in the Flash. 
Summary
Through the test of tourist attractions, results shows that the iGuider system is reliable, and easy to use. Be attributable to natural interface and good interaction design, users do not need long time to learn how to use the system. In addition, the system also has several merits such as low power consumption, rapid responses and good user experience, and so on. Predictably, once the iGuider system is putting on the tourism market, it will bring good economic and social benefits.
